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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Harvey has been seen chasing his tail! 

	 Just yesterday, Harvey has been seen passionately chasing his tail, 
as seen in the image above. The biggest question is “where has this 
behavior come from?”


	 North, a multi species behaviorist, reports on this. “Harvey has to get 
his energy from somewhere,” North has told the press, “Harvey could be 
feeling adrenaline from something he didn’t like, or he could be excited about something that 
happened recently. It just takes a big feeling.” 


	 A lot of cats are trying to guess any big feelings that Harvey could be feeling. North thinks 
trauma, Rudy thinks anger, and Judy thinks love. These could all be possible answers, but no cat 
knows for sure why Harvey has suddenly become able to chase his tail despite his age. 


	 After his tail chasing episode was over, the press swarmed Harvey for answers. He calmly 
shoved them away and strutted off to go and eat. He made a point about eating in a private area. Is 
it possible that Harvey is embarrassed or nervous about what might happen if he tells the truth? 
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Image above - Harvey 
passionately chasing his 
tail. 
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	 The press went to Makenna next to ask about her opinion, because she had stuck her paw 
into Harvey’s cupboard as seen in the video on the right. Makenna calmly declined answering their 
questions, which was strange, especially when Reposado mumbled, “Makenna is usually super 
talkative, what has 
come over her?” This 
is only making North 
even more confused, 
and he has enough 
to worry about 
without this. North 
has started to fret 
about whether 
Harvey has started to 
take bad drugs, or if 
he has been drinking 
too much soda. (Yes, 
Harvey does drink 
soda.) 


	 Lemon, the 
king of the cats and also a brother to Harvey has said that he thinks that Harvey 
is in love. Lemon has known Harvey all of his life so his opinion is put into deep 
consideration. Judy agrees strongly, but Rudy disagrees strongly. “Harvey 
hasn’t loved for a while,” Judy claims, but Rudy disagrees with, “I think that 
Harvey is angry because you keep visiting and he has to keep seeing your ugly 
face.” Judy launches herself at Rudy with a snarl of fury, and tackles her into 
some tuna cans piled up nearby. Rudy rakes her claws across Judy’s muzzle, 
and the camera stopped recording. 


	 “I think that Harvey has found another true 
love,” North says emotionally, “he has always 
been sad since my mother left him. A new mate 
would give Harvey more happiness as he gets 
older, which he deserves after a long, 8 year long 
life. I really hope that his relationship works out.”


	 A lot of cats are happy for Harvey, because 
he is becoming a little more energetic. Harvey 
now plays board games, reads books out loud, 

helps cook, and he plays with humans who come in the room if no other cat 
feels like it. 


	 Subscribe again to find out if Harvey is in love! 
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Image above - Harvey, 
relaxing after a 
thrilling episode of 
chasing his tail.

“You can tell me 
who you love, 
just whisper their 
name quietly in 
my ear!” 

- RUDYJUDY, ONE OF HARVEY’S 
FRIENDS
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